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Abstract. In order to enable logic programming to deal with the diversity of pervasive systems,
where many heterogeneous, domain-specific computational models could benefit from the power
of symbolic computation, we explore the expressive power of labelled systems. To this end, we
define a new notion of truth for logic programs extended with labelled variables interpreted in
non-Herbrand domains—where, however, terms maintain their usual Herbrand interpretations.

First, a model for labelled variables in logic programming is defined. Then, the fixpoint and the
operational semantics are presented and their equivalence is formally proved. A meta-interpreter
implementing the operational semantics is also introduced, followed by some case studies aimed
at showing the effectiveness of our approach in selected scenarios.
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1. Introduction

In order to face the challenges of today’s pervasive systems – which are inherently complex, dis-
tributed, situated, and intelligent [1] – suitable models and technologies are required for the support
of distributed situated intelligence.



In principle, logic programming (LP henceforth) has the potential to power the core of such models
and technologies, thanks to its declarative interpretation and inferential capabilities: however, doing
so effectively requires that LP is suitably extended to capture the many different domains calling for
situated intelligence [2]. In fact, while logic-based approaches are natural candidates for intelligent
systems, a pure LP approach does not straightforwardly fit the needs of situated systems: hence the
value added of a hybrid approach, which makes it possible to exploit LP for what it is most suited for
– such as symbolic computation – while delegating other aspects – such as situated computations – to
other languages, or, to other levels of computation.

Along this line, in this paper we present a LP extension based on labelled variables [3, 4], called
Labelled Variables in Logic Programming (LVLP), whose purpose is to enable diverse computational
models, each one tailored to the specific needs of situated components, to coherently and fruitfully
coexist and interact within a logic-based framework. In particular, we extend our previous work
presented in [5] by defining the formal model of LVLP in a more concise way, providing complete
proofs of its formal properties, extending the range of admissible labels, exposing the meta-interpreter,
and adding some examples along with their implementation upon the current LVLP prototype.

Unlike most other works in this area – such as [6, 7, 8, 9] –, which primarily focus on specific sce-
narios and systems (modal logic, deductive systems, fuzzy systems, etc.), LVLP aims at providing a
general-purpose logic framework along with the mechanisms needed to fit, potentially, whatever spe-
cific application scenarios. From another perspective, Hofstedt [10] focuses on combining specialised
constraint solvers into a single solver, to handle mixed-domain constraints: while its goal is somehow
similar, LVLP is geared instead towards a multiplicity of distributed logic engines, situated and spe-
cialised, with limited computational requirements, addressing the needs of distributed intelligence for
pervasive systems.

Some approaches dealing with inconsistencies emerging in large databases exploit the notion of
annotation—e.g., [11]: there, atoms can be annotated by labels chosen in upper semilattices. However,
upper semilattices represent a too-rigid constraint for LVLP, where labels aim instead at modelling
even weakly-structured domains—such as, say, food, or colours; even more, allowing terms to be
directly labelled in LVLP would result in a too-strict coupling between LP and the label domain,
which instead LVLP aims at keeping well-separate, by limiting labelling to variables.

So, in the following we introduce the LVLP framework, moving from the definition of the theoret-
ical model (Section 2) to the fixpoint and operational semantics (Section 3): we discuss correctness,
completeness, and their equivalence is formally proved. Then, we present a meta-interpreter imple-
menting the operational semantics (Section 4), which is exploited to illustrate LVLP through some
case studies in different domains (Section 5). Finally, related works are discussed (Section 6).

2. Labelled Variables in Logic Programming (LVLP)

2.1. The model

Let C be the set of constants, with c1, c2 ∈ C being two generic constants. Let V be the set of
variables, with v1, v2 ∈ V being two generic variables. Let F be the set of function symbols, with
f1, f2 ∈ F being two generic function symbols; each f ∈ F is associated to an arity ar(f) > 0,
stating the number of function arguments. Let T be the set of terms, with t1, t2 ∈ T being two
generic terms. Terms can be either simple – a constant (e.g., c1) and a variable (e.g., v2) are both
simple terms – or compound—a functor of arity n applied to n terms (e.g., f1(c2, v1)) is a compound



term. A term is said ground if it does not contain variables. Let H denote the set of ground terms,
also known as the Herbrand universe.

A model for Labelled Variables in Logic Programming (LVLP) is defined as a triple ⟨B, fL, fC⟩,
where

• B = {β1, . . . , βn} is the set of basic labels, the basic entities of the domain of labels

• L ⊆ ℘(B) is the set of labels, where each label ℓ ∈ L is a subset of B

• fL : L ×L −→ L is the (label-)combining function computing a new label from two given
ones

• fC : H × L −→ {true, false} is the compatibility function, assessing the compatibility be-
tween a ground term and a label when interpreted in the domain of labels

• a labelled variable is a pair ⟨v, ℓ⟩ associating label ℓ ∈ L to variable v ∈ V

• a labelling is a set of labelled variables

B can be either finite or infinite—in the latter case, with the two extra requirements that (i) each label
ℓ can be represented finitely, including the new labels generated by the combining function fL, and
(ii) the compatibility function fC can argue over the representation. Also, for the sake of simplicity, a
“singleton” label {β} where β ∈ B will be written just as β henceforth, and a “singleton” labelling
{⟨v, ℓ⟩} will be written as ⟨v, ℓ⟩, and as v∧ℓ in the examples.

Finally, we require that fL is associative, commutative, and idempotent, with the empty set as its
neutral element—namely:

fL(ℓ1, fL(ℓ2, ℓ3)) = fL(fL(ℓ1, ℓ2), ℓ3), fL(ℓ1, ℓ2) = fL(ℓ2, ℓ1), fL(ℓ, ℓ) = ℓ

Accordingly, in order to simplify notation, in the following we will simply write fL(ℓ1, . . . , ℓn−1, ℓn)
instead of fL(ℓ1, fL(. . . , fL(ℓn−1, ℓn) . . .)).

Details on fC and fL are provided in the remainder of the paper, in particular in Subsection 2.3.

2.2. Programs, clauses, unification

An LVLP program is a collection of LVLP rules of the form

Head ← Labelling ,Body .

to be read as “Head if Body given Labelling”. There, Head is an atomic formula, Labelling is the
list of labelled variables in the clause, and Body is a list of atomic formulas.

As in standard LP [12, 13], an atomic formula (or atom) has the form p(t1, . . . , tm), where p is a
predicate symbol and ti are terms. Atom p(t1, . . . , tm) is said ground if t1, . . . , tn are ground. Predi-
cate symbols represent relations defined by a logic program, whereas terms represent the elements of
the domain. HB is the Herbrand base, namely the set of all ground atoms of whose argument terms
are in H . Every variable occurring in a clause is universally quantified, and its scope is the clause in
which the variable occurs.

An essential LP mechanism is represented by unification, involving two different terms that are
supposed to refer to the same domain element. While discussing LP unification is out of the scope of
this paper (we refer the reader to [12, 13] for the basics of LP), any extension to LP needs to define its
own unification rules.
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Thus, Table 1 reports the unification rules for LVLP. Since, by design, only variables can be
labelled, the only case to be added to the standard unification table is represented by labelled variables.
There, given two generic LVLP terms, the unification result is represented by the extended tuple

(true/false, θ, ℓ)

where true/false represents the existence of an answer, θ is the most general unifier (mgu), and ℓ is
the new label associated to the unified variables defined by the (label-)combining function fL. In order
to lighten the notation, undefined elements in the tuple (i.e., labels or substitutions that make no sense
in a given case) are omitted in Table 1.

Taking into account all the variables of a goal, a solution for a LVLP computation is represented
by the extended tuple

(true/false,Θ, A)

where Θ represents the mgu for all the variables, and A represents the corresponding labelling.

2.3. Compatibility

Expressing the solution of the labelled variables program as a tuple (true/false, Θ, A) implicitly as-
sumes that the LP computation, whose answer is given by Θ, and the label computation, whose answer
is given by A, can be read somehow independently from each other. So, whereas any computed label-
variable association could be acceptable as far as LP is concerned (where symbols are uninterpreted),
some label-variable association could be actually unacceptable when interpreted in the domain of
labels.

To formalise such a notion of acceptability, the compatibility function fC is defined as follows:

fC : H ×L −→ {true, false}

In particular, given a a ground term t ∈H and label ℓ ∈ L :

fC(t, ℓ) =


true if there exists at least one element of the domain of

labels which the interpretations of t and ℓ both refer to

false otherwise

Example 2.1 illustrates an application scenario where variables are labelled with their admissible nu-
meric interval, formalising the fL and fC functions accordingly.

Example 2.1. (LVLP with numeric intervals)

As a simple LVLP example, let us suppose that logic variables span over integer domains, and are labelled with
their admissible numeric intervals. The combining function fL, which embeds the scenario-specific label
semantics, is supposed to intersects intervals—that is, given two labels ℓ1 = {β11, . . . , β1n} and
ℓ2 = {β21, . . . , β2m}, the resulting label ℓ3 is the intersection of ℓ1 and ℓ2:

ℓ3 = fL(ℓ1, ℓ2) = fL({β11, . . . β1n}, {β21, . . . β2m}) =
{(β11 ∩ β21), · · · , (β11 ∩ β2m), . . . , (β1n ∩ β21), · · · , (β1n ∩ β2m)}

Here the LP computation aims at computing numeric values, while the label computation aims at computing
admissible numeric intervals for logic variables.



In principle, since the LP computation and the label computation proceed independently, the solution tuple
(true/false, Θ, A) could also describe situations such as (true, X/3, ⟨X, [4, 5]⟩), where logic variable X would
be associated to both value 3 and label [4, 5]. However, if the numeric intervals are to be interpreted as the
boundaries for acceptable values of LP variables, such labelling would be inconsistent, and the system should
reject such a solution as incompatible.
This is what the compatibility function fC is for: fC(t, ℓ) connects the LP and the label universes by checking
whether ground term t ∈H is compatible with label ℓ ∈ L . In particular, in our example fC(t, ℓ) is supposed
to be true only if t belongs to the interval represented by ℓ: in this case, fC(3, [4, 5]) should reasonably return
false, rejecting labelling ⟨X, [4, 5]⟩, with X = 3, as incompatible.

Summing up, the result of a LVLP program can be written as

((true/false) ∧ fC(Θ, A),Θ, A)

meaning that the truth value potentially computed by the LP computation can be restricted – i.e.,
forced to false – by fC(Θ, A); in turn, this is just a convenient shortcut for the conjunction of all
fC(t, ℓ) ∀(t, ℓ) pairs, where ℓ and t are such that ⟨v, ℓ⟩ ∈ A and v/t ∈ Θ. Of course, in case of
independent domains, fC(t, ℓ) is merely true ∀t and ∀ℓ.

2.4. The LVLP vision: Enabling distributed situated intelligence

The requirement for intelligence in pervasive systems is ubiquitous: computation surrounds us, de-
vices and software components are required to behave intelligently, by understanding their own goals
as well as the context where they work; integration of software components is supposed to add further
(social) intelligence, possibly through coordination [14]. This is the case, for instance, of the Internet
of Things (IoT) [15, 16, 17], where physical objects are networked, and are required to understand
each other, learn, understand situations, and understand us [18]—in short, our everyday objects are
expected to be(come) intelligent in the Internet of Intelligent Things (IoIT) [19].

In the overall, IoIT scenarios mandate for distributed and situated micro-intelligence, where huge
numbers of small units of computation, situated within a spatially-distributed environment, are re-
quired to behave in a smart way, and need to cooperate in order to achieve a coherent and intelligent
social behaviour. However, engineering effective distributed situated intelligence is far from triv-
ial, mostly due to (i) the huge amount of data, information, and knowledge to handle, (ii) the need
for adaptation and self-management, (iii) the requirements of resource constrained devices, (iv) the
heterogeneity of models and technologies against interoperability, and (v) the many diverse specific
domains to be integrated.

Along that line, the goal of the LVLP model is to exploit the potential of LP and its extensions as
sources of micro-intelligence for IoIT scenarios, in particular to deal with the domain-specific aspects.
The LVLP domain-specific perspective further emphasises the role of situatedness, already brought
along by spatial distribution of components in pervasive systems.

Accordingly, lightweight and interoperable LVLP Prolog engines could be distributed even on
resource-constrained devices [20]: multiple logic theories would then be scattered around, encapsu-
lated in each engine, and associated to individual computational devices and things in the IoT. As a
result, each logic theory is conceived as situated, and represents what is locally true, according to a
simple paraconsistent overall interpretation. The LP resolution process is then local to each theory /
engine, so it is both standard and consistent [21]. Thus, LVLP allows in principle logic-based micro-
intelligence to be encapsulated within devices of any sort, and make them work together in groups,



aggregates, and societies, by promoting features such as observability, malleability, understandability,
and formalisability via LP.

3. Semantics

In order to maintain the basic theoretical results of LP, such as the equivalence of denotational and
operational semantics, labels domains must support tests and operations on labels.

To this end, Subsection 3.1 defines the denotational (fixpoint) semantics in the context of labels
domain (under reasonable requirements for fL), while Subsection 3.2 discusses the operational se-
mantics of the model through an abstract state machine.

3.1. Fixpoint semantics

Let us call X = (H ,L ) a LVLP domain, and define the notion of X -interpretation I as a set of pairs
of the form 〈

p(t1, . . . , tn), [ℓ1, . . . , ℓn]
〉

where p(t1, . . . , tn) is a ground atom, and ℓ1, . . . , ℓn are labels s.t. for i = 1, . . . , n the term ti is
compatible with the label ℓi, i.e., fC(ti, ℓi) = true. Truthness of fC is based on the LVLP domain X .
With a slight abuse of notation, we write X |= [⟨t1, ℓ1⟩, . . . , ⟨tn, ℓn⟩] iff

∧n
i=1 fC(ti, ℓi) = true. We

also write X |= ⟨p(t1, . . . , tn), [ℓ1, . . . , ℓn]⟩ if p is a predicate symbol and
∧n

i=1 fC(ti, ℓi) = true.
We denote as Λ the part of clause body that stores labelling. Without loss of generality we assume

that there is exactly one labelling for each variable in the head. We define the function f̃L that extends
fL and takes as arguments, orderly, a rule

r = h← Λ, b1, . . . , bn

a labelling, and n lists of labels. The rule r is used here to identify multiple occurrences of the
variables. Let us assume the variables in h are x1, . . . , xm, and consider one of them, say xi. If xi
occurs in h (and hence in Λ) and in (some of) b1, . . . , bn then the corresponding labels ℓ, ℓ1,i, . . . , ℓn,i
for xi are retrieved from Λ (if xi does not occur in bj we simply do not consider such contribution).
Then ℓ′i = fL(ℓ, fL(ℓ1,i, . . . , fL(ℓn−1,i, ℓn,i))) is computed, and the pair ⟨xi, ℓ′i⟩ is returned. This is
done for all variables x1, . . . , xm occurring in the head h, and the list [ℓ′1, . . . , ℓ

′
m] is returned.

The denotational semantics is based on the one-step consequence functions TP defined as:

TP (I) =

{
⟨ p(t̃), ℓ̃ ⟩ :

r = p(x̃)← Λx̃ , b1, . . . , bn (1)

where r is a fresh renaming of a rule of P,
v is a valuation on H such that v(x̃) = t̃, (2)∧n

i=1 ∃ ℓ̃i s.t. ⟨v(bi), ℓ̃i⟩ ∈ I, (3)

X |= Λt̃ ∧
∧n

i=1 fC
(
v(bi), ℓ̃i

)
, (4)

ℓ̃ = f̃L
(
r,Λt̃, ℓ̃1, · · · , ℓ̃n

)
(5)

}



where Λt̃ = v(Λx̃) = [⟨t1, ℓ1⟩, . . . , ⟨tn, ℓm⟩] if Λx̃ = [⟨x1, ℓ1⟩, . . . , ⟨xm, ℓm⟩]. Notice that the condi-
tion X |=

∧n
i=1 fC

(
v(bi), ℓ̃i

)
in line 4 is always satisfied when TP is used bottom-up, starting from

I = ∅.
For the sake of convenience, unspecified labels are assumed to be read as the any label, defined

as the neutral element of fL: in this way, any standard (i.e. non labelled) LP variable can be read as
implicitly labelled with such any label—represented as ⋄ henceforth.

Example 3.1 shows the computation of the least fixpoint of TP in a simple case. There, and in the
following examples, =/2 represents the equality operator of LVLP, whose behaviour is described in
Table 1 (unification rules), and can be summarised as:

X = Y : −[< X, ⋄ >,< Y, ⋄ >], X =LP Y

where =LP is the =/2 standard LP unification operator.

Example 3.1. (Computing the least fixpoint of TP in a simple case)

Let us consider the LVLP program P:
r(0). r(1). r(2). r(3). r(4). r(5). r(6). r(7). r(8). r(9).
q(Y,Z) :- Y^[[2,4]], Z^[[3 ,8]], Y=Z, r(Y), r(Z).
p(X,Y,Z) :- X^[[0,3]] , Y^[⋄], Z^[⋄], X=Y, q(Y,Z).

where ⋄ is used as a shortcut for any basic label (any interval).
Let us consider the interpretation I0 = ∅. Then, the next interpretation I1 can be obtained as:

I1 = TP (I0) =
{
⟨r(0), [⋄]⟩, . . . , ⟨r(9)[⋄]⟩

}
Applying TP to I1 leads to I2:

I2 = TP (I1) = I1 ∪
{
⟨q(3, 3), [[3, 4], [3, 4]]⟩, ⟨q(4, 4), [[3, 4], [3, 4]]⟩

}
One further step leads to I3, which is also the least fixpoint of TP :

I3 = TP (I2) = I2 ∪
{
⟨p(3, 3, 3), [[3], [3], [3]]⟩

}

The example above shows how LVLP on a domain X – LVLP(X ) – looks like CLP(X ): in fact,
[⟨Y, [2, 4]⟩, ⟨Z, [3, 8]⟩] can be interpreted as the constraints Y ∈ [2, 4], Z ∈ [3, 8]. However, this does
not hold for all the label domains, since LVLP aims at covering domains beyond the reach of constraint
logic programming.

This is the case, for instance, of Example 3.2, where labels are words in the WordNet lexical
database [22]. There, the combining function fL is supposed to find and return a WordNet synset
compatible with both the given labels, or fail otherwise: for instance, if ℓ1 = ‘pet’ and ℓ2 =
‘domestic cat’, the new label generated by fL could be [‘cat’, ‘domestic cat’, ‘pet’, ‘mammal’].
The compatibility function fC is always true, since any animal name is considered compatible with
any animal group.

Example 3.2. (TP in the WordNet case)

In this example, labels are words describing the object represented by the variable. The combination of two
different labels (performed by the combining function fL) returns a new label only if the two labels have a



lexical relation, or fails otherwise. The decision is based on the WordNet network [22], a large lexical database
of English where nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs are grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets).
Synsets are interlinked by means of conceptual-semantic and lexical relations: the resulting network of
meaningfully related words and concepts can be navigated. WordNet superficially resembles a thesaurus, in
that it groups words together based on their meanings.
In this first example, some WordNet groups are collected and stored in the knowledge base a priori, but a
dynamic consultation to WordNet could be implemented. Let the program P be represented by the following
facts—where wordnet fact is a simulated wordnet synset, while animal(Name) is a predicate computing
the animal’s name:
wordnet_fact ([‘dog’,‘domestic dog’,‘canis’,‘pet’,‘mammal ’]).
wordnet_fact ([‘cat’, ‘domestic cat’, ‘pet’, ‘mammal ’]).
wordnet_fact ([‘fish’,‘aquatic vertebrates ’, ‘vertebrate ’]).
wordnet_fact ([‘frog’,‘toad’, ‘anuran ’, ‘batrachian ’]).

pet_name(‘minnie ’).
fish_name(‘nemo’).
animal(X) :- X^[‘pet’], pet_name(X).
animal(X) :- X^[‘fish’], fish_name(X).

The combining function fL is supposed to find and return a WordNet synset compatible with both labels. So, if
ℓ1 = ‘pet’ and ℓ2 = ‘domestic cat’, the new generated label ℓ3 is [‘cat’, ‘domestic cat’, ‘pet’, ‘mammal’].
The compatibility function fC in this scenario is always true, since any animal name is considered compatible
with any animal group.
In order to show the construction of TP , let us consider the interpretation I0 = ∅. Then, the subsequent step I1
can be computed as:

I1 = TP (I0) =
{
⟨pet name(‘minnie’), [⋄]⟩, ⟨fish name(‘nemo’)[⋄]⟩

}
Now, let us apply TP to I1 to compute I2:

I2 = TP (I1) = I1 ∪
{

⟨animal(‘minnie’), [[‘dog’, ‘domestic dog’, ‘canis’, ‘pet’, ‘mammal’]]⟩,
⟨animal(‘minnie’), [[‘cat’, ‘domestic cat’, ‘pet’, ‘mammal’]]⟩,
⟨animal(‘nemo’), [[‘fish’, ‘aquatic vertebrates’, ‘vertebrate’]]⟩

}
which is also the least fixpoint of TP .

We prove that TP , if applied bottom-up starting from the empty interpretation, always leads to a
minimum fixpoint (Corollary 3.5). Such an interpretation is the denotational semantics of the program
P . In order to achieve that result, we need to prove that TP is monotonic and continuous, and use the
Knaster-Tarksi and Kleene’s fixpoint theorems (Proposition 3.4).

In order to be a model, an interpretation should satisfy the meaning of every rule—namely, if for
a given valuation of the variables the body is considered true by the interpretation, then the head must
also be true. We state this property formally:

Definition 3.3. An interpretation I is a model of a program P if, for each rule r = p(x̃)← Λx̃ , b1, . . . , bn
of P and each valuation v of the variables in r on H (let us denote with t̃ = v(x̃)), it holds that if

• for i = 1, . . . , n there are ⟨v(bi), ℓ̃i⟩ ∈ I

• such that X |= fC(v(bi), ℓ̃i) and

• X |= Λt̃



then it holds that
〈
p(t̃), f̃L

(
r,Λt̃, ℓ̃1, · · · , ℓ̃n

)〉
∈ I .

Proposition 3.4. Given a LVLP program P and a LVLP domain X , TP is (1) monotonic and (2)
(upward) continuous, and (3) TP (I) ⊆ I iff I is a model of P .

Proof:
(1) Let I and J be two interpretations such that I ⊆ J . We need to prove that TP (I) ⊆ TP (J). If
a = ⟨ p(t̃), ℓ̃ ⟩ ∈ TP (I), there are a clause r ∈ P , a valuation v on H for the variables in r and n
elements ⟨v(bi), ℓ̃i⟩ ∈ I satisfying the remaining conditions. Since I ⊆ J , they belong to J as well:
so, a ∈ TP (J).

(2) Let us consider a chain of interpretations I0 ⊆ I1 ⊆ . . . : we need to prove that TP

(⋃∞
k=0 Ik

)
=⋃∞

k=0 TP (Ik).
(⊆) Let a = ⟨ p(t̃), ℓ̃ ⟩ ∈ TP

(⋃∞
i=0 Ik

)
. Thus, there are a clause r ∈ P , a valuation v on H for the

variables in r, and n elements ⟨v(bi), ℓ̃i⟩ ∈
⋃∞

k=0 Ik satisfying the remaining conditions. This means
that there are j1, . . . , jn such that for i = 1, . . . , n ⟨v(bi), ℓ̃i⟩ ∈ Iji . Now let j = max{j1, . . . , jn}:
since I0 ⊆ I1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Ij , all ⟨v(bi), ℓ̃i⟩ ∈ Ij . Thus a ∈ TP (Ij+1) and henceforth a ∈

⋃∞
k=0 TP (Ik).

(⊇) Let a = ⟨ p(t̃), ℓ̃ ⟩ ∈
⋃∞

k=0 TP (Ik). This means that there is j such that a ∈ TP (Ij). Then, due to
monotonicity, a ∈ TP

(⋃∞
k=0 Ik

)
.

(3) Let TP (I) ⊆ I and let r = p(x̃) ← Λx̃ , b1, . . . , bn be a generic clause of P , and v be a generic
valuation on H of all the variables of r. If we assume that ⟨v(bi), ℓ̃i⟩ ∈ I for i = 1, . . . , n, and that
X |= fC(v(bi), ℓ̃i) and X |= Λt̃, then the pair h = v(p(x̃), ℓ̃) ∈ TP (I) by definition of TP—and ℓ̃ is
the same of the definition of model. Since TP (I) ⊆ I then h ∈ I , therefore (since r and v are chosen
in general) I is a model of P .

On the other hand, if I is a model of P we prove that TP (I) ⊆ I . Let a = ⟨ p(t̃), ℓ̃ ⟩ ∈ TP (I).
This means that there is a rule r = p(x̃)← Λx̃ , b1, . . . , bn of P and a valuation v of the variables in r
on H such that for i = 1, . . . , n there are

(
v(bi), ℓ̃i

)
∈ I and X |= Λt̃ and ℓ̃ = f̃L

(
r,Λt̃, ℓ̃1, · · · , ℓ̃n

)
),

such that X |= fC(v(bi), ℓ̃i). Since I is a model and X |= fC(v(bi), ℓ̃i) then a ∈ I . ⊓⊔

Let TP ↑ ω be defined as usual: TP ↑ ω =
⋃
{TP ↑ k : k ≥ 0}, where TP ↑ 0 = ∅ and

TP ↑ (n+ 1) = TP (TP ↑ n). Then

Corollary 3.5. TP has a least fixpoint.

Proof:
Being TP monotonic, the Knaster-Tarksi theorem ensures that it admits a least (and a greatest) fixpoint.
Being (upward) continuous, Kleene’s fixpoint Theorem states that TP ↑ ω is the least fixpoint. ⊓⊔

3.2. Operational semantics

In this section we define the operational interpretation of labels. Our approach is inspired by the
methodology introduced for constraint logic programming (CLP) [23, 24, 25]: accordingly, we define
the LVLP abstract state machine based on that suggested by Colmerauer for Prolog III [26]. We define
a labelled-machine state σ as the triplet:

σ = ⟨t0 t1...tn,W,Λ⟩



in which t0 t1...tn is the list of terms (goals), W is the current list of variable bindings, Λ is the current
labelling on W .

An inference step for the machine consists of making a transition from the state σ to a state σ′ by
applying a program rule. If m ≥ 0 and Λ′ is a set of labelled variables, a program rule

s0 ← Λ′, s1, s2, . . . , sm

is applicable if the following conditions hold:

• ∃mgu θ such that θ(t0) = θ(s0), and

• f̃θL(Λ, θ(Λ
′)) ̸= ∅

Function f̃θL is a generalisation of fL taking as arguments two labellings. If xi occurs in both Λ
and θ(Λ′) with labels ℓ and ℓ′, ℓ′′ = fL(ℓ, ℓ

′) is first calculated, then the labelled variable ⟨xi, ℓ′′⟩ is
returned, provided that fC(θ(xi), ℓ′′) = true; otherwise, false is returned. Thus the new state becomes:

σ′ = ⟨θ(s1, . . . , sm, t1, . . . , tn),W
′ = W ◦ θ,Λ′′ = f̃θL(Λ, θ(Λ

′))⟩

where ◦ applies the classical composition of substitutions.
A solution is found when a final state is reached. The final state has the form:

σf = (ϵ,Wf ,Λf )

where ϵ is the empty sequence, Wf is the final list of variables and bindings, and Λf is the correspond-
ing labelling. A sequence of applications of inference steps is said to be a derivation. A derivation is
successful if it ends in a final state, or failing if it ends in a non-final state where no further inference
step is possible.

Proposition 3.6. Let p(x̃) be an atom, v a valuation on H such that v(x̃) = t̃ where t̃ are ground
terms, and ℓ̃ a list of labels. Then there is a successful derivation for ⟨p(t̃), v, ⟨v(x̃), ℓ̃⟩⟩ iff ⟨p(t̃), ℓ̃⟩ ∈
TP ↑ ω.

Proof:
In the following we omit some standard details for the sake of brevity, please refer to, e.g., [25]

(→). We prove the proposition by induction on the length k of the derivation. If k = 0 the result holds
trivially.

For the inductive case, let us suppose that there is a successful derivation for ⟨p(t̃), v, ⟨v(x̃), ℓ̃⟩⟩
of k + 1 steps. Let us focus on the first step: there is a rule r: s0 ← Λ′, s1, s2, . . . , sm such that
θ(p(t̃)) = θ(s0) leading to the new state σ = ⟨θ(s1, s2, . . . , sm), v ◦ θ,Λ′′ = f̃θL(Λ, θ(Λ

′)⟩, where
fC(Λ

′′) = true, that admits a successful derivation of k steps.
Consider now the states σ1, . . . , σm defined as σi = ⟨θ(si), v ◦ θ,Λ′′

i ⟩ where Λ′′
i is the restriction

of Λ′′ to the variables in si. Since σ admits a successful derivation of k+1 steps, each σi should admit
a successful derivation of at most k steps.

If for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, θ(si) is ground, then, by inductive hypothesis we have that ⟨θ(si), ℓi⟩ ∈
TP ↑ ω where ℓi = π2(Λ

′′
i ), and hence that there are his such that ⟨θ(si), ℓi⟩ ∈ TP ↑ hi. Since

Tp is monotonic, all of them belong to TP ↑ h where h = maxi=1,...,m hi. Then, by applying TP



considering the rule r, since we already know that Λ′′ = f̃θL(Λ, θ(Λ
′)), and fC(Λ

′′) = true, we have
that ⟨p(t̃), ℓ̃⟩ ∈ TP ↑ h+ 1, hence to TP ↑ ω.

If for some i, θ(si) is not ground, the above property holds for any ground instantiation of the
remaining variables and again the results follows.

(←). Now, let us analyse the converse direction. If ⟨p(t̃), ℓ̃⟩ ∈ TP ↑ ω this means that there is a k ≥ 0
such that ⟨p(t̃), ℓ̃⟩ ∈ TP ↑ k.

Let us prove by induction on k. Again, if k = 0 the result holds trivially. Let us suppose now that
⟨p(t̃), ℓ̃⟩ ∈ TP ↑ k+1. This means (by definition of TP ) that there is a rule r: s0 ← Λ′, s1, s2, . . . , sm
such that s0 = p(x̃) and there is a valuation u on H such that u(s0) = p(t̃) and that, in particular,
⟨s1, ℓ1⟩, . . . , ⟨sm, ℓm⟩ ∈ TP ↑ k (and fL can be computed and fC is true on these arguments). By
inductive hypothesis, for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} there is a derivation, say, of hi steps for σi = ⟨u(si), v ◦
u, ⟨u(si), ℓi⟩⟩

Since fC is true on such arguments and fL can be computed, the same holds for TP : so, we have
a derivation of

∑m
i=1 hi + 1 steps for ⟨p(t̃), v ◦ u ◦ θ, ⟨t̃, ℓ̃⟩⟩.

This completes the proof of the inductive step. ⊓⊔

4. Meta-interpreter

Listing 1. The LVLP meta-interpreter: the solve/3 predicate.
%%%% solve(+Goals , +LVarsIn , -LVarsOut)
%% Goals is the list of goals to solve
%% LVarsIn is the labelling on goals variables
%% LVarsOut is the final labelling on output variables
% termination condition
solve([], LVars , LVars) :- !. % for efficiency
% goal iterator
solve([Goal|Goals], LVarsIn , LVarsOut ):- !,

solve(Goal , LVarsIn , LVarsTempOut),
solve(Goals , LVarsTempOut , LVarsOut ).

% solve core
solve(Goal , LVarsIn , LVarsOut ):-

clause(Goal , LVars , Body),
mergeLabels(LVarsIn , LVars , LVarsTempOut),
solve(Body , LVarsTempOut , LVarsOut ).

Listing 2. The LVLP meta-interpreter: the mergeLabels/3 predicate.
%%%% mergeLabels (+LVars1 , +LVars2 , -LVars3)
%% LVars1 , LVars2 , LVars3 are lists of labelled variables
%% LVars3 is obtained merging the labelled variables in LVars1 and LVars2
%% LVars1 and LVars2 are sorted according to the same criterion--e.g., alphabetically
%% For all the variables that appear both in LVars1 and LVars2 , the resulting label
%% is obtained using the combining function embedded in label_generate /3
% termination conditions
mergeLabels(LVars , [], LVars) :- !.
mergeLabels ([], LVars , LVars) :- !.
% variable Var1 propagation in LVars3 if it is contained only in LVars1
mergeLabels ([Var1^L1|LVars1], LVars2 , [Var1^L1|LVars3 ]):-

not_in(Var1 ,LVars2), !,
mergeLabels(LVars1 , LVars2 , LVars3 ).

% variable Var2 propagation in LVars3 if it is contained only in LVars2
mergeLabels(LVars1 , [Var2^L2|LVars2], [Var2^L2|LVars3 ]):-

not_in(Var2 ,LVars1), !,
mergeLabels(LVars1 , LVars2 , LVars3 ).

% generation of a new label if variable Var is contained both in LVars1 and LVars2
mergeLabels ([Var^L1|LVars1], [Var^L2|LVars2], [Var^L3|LVars3 ]):-

label_generate(L1 , L2, L3),
mergeLabels(LVars1 , LVars2 , LVars3 ).

% utility func not_in (+Var , +LVars) checks if the list LVars does not contain Var



not_in(_,[]).
not_in(X,[Y^_|_]) :- !, fail.
not_in(X,[_|T]) :- not_in(X,T).

The operational semantics of LVLP is captured by the meta-interpreter shown in Listing 1: the
code is developed in tuProlog [27], a light-weight Prolog system whose (Java-based) design inherently
enables the injection of Prolog programs within pervasive systems, as well as their integration with
diverse programming languages and paradigms, over computing platforms of any sort [20].

The solve/3 predicate1 has three arguments (Listing 1), namely:

• the list of the goals to be processed

• the current labelling

• the new labelling updated by the goal resolution process

The solve/3 predicate recursively calls itself to process the goal list, and exploits clause/3 and
mergeLabels/3 to, respectively, handle single goals and combine labels: in particular, clause/3
finds a clause in the database whose head matches with Goal and returns both the Body of the clause
and the labelling in the selected clause, LVars.

The core of the meta-interpreter is embedded in the mergeLabels/3 predicate (detailed in Listing
2), which combines two sets of labels – the previous labelling, LVarsIn, and the labelling introduced
by the current clause, LVars – into the new LVarsTempOut, or fails if no solution can be found. The
generation of the new label is performed via the label generate/3 predicate, which embeds the
combining function fL, and is provided by the user according to the domain-specific features of the
application scenario.

5. Case studies

In the following we discuss some LVLP computations based on our prototype rooted in Labelled
tuProlog [29], which exploits the meta-interpreter presented in Section 4—available on Bitbucket
[30].

5.1. WordNet network

This example extends and implements the case study of Example 3.2. A label is a network of re-
lated words describing the semantic net of the object represented by the associated variable according
to the WordNet lexical database [22]. The listing in Figure 1 shows the tuProlog implementation of
the label generate/3 predicate embedding the combining function fL. Here, the label generate

predicate checks if ℓ1 and ℓ2 are contained in a common wordnet fact.
Following our prototype syntax, X^label is a labelled variable denoting a logic variable X labelled

with label—where label is a term in the set of admissible labels defined by the user. In an LVLP
clause, the list of the labelled variables precedes the remaining part of the body. So, given the program:

wordnet_fact ([‘dog’,‘domestic dog’,‘canis’,‘pet’,‘mammal ’,‘vertebrate ’]).
wordnet_fact ([‘cat’, ‘domestic cat’, ‘pet’, ‘mammal ’, ‘vertebrate ’]).
wordnet_fact ([‘fish’, ‘aquatic vertebrates ’, ‘vertebrate ’]).
wordnet_fact ([‘frog’, ‘toad’, ‘anuran ’, ‘batrachian ’]).
animal(X) :- X^[‘pet’], X = ‘minnie ’.

1solve/3 is designed according to the standard Prolog meta-interpreter [28]



animal(X) :- X^[‘fish’], X = ‘nemo’.
animal(X) :- X^[‘cat’], X = ‘molly ’.
animal(X) :- X^[‘dog’], X = ‘frida ’.
animal(X) :- X^[‘frog’], X = ‘cra’.

the following query, looking for a pet animal, generates four solutions:
?- X^[‘pet’], animal(X).

yes. X / ‘minnie ’
X^[‘dog’, ‘domestic dog’, ‘canis ’, ‘pet’, ‘mammal ’, ‘vertebrate ’];

yes. X / ‘minnie ’
X^[‘cat’, ‘domestic cat’, ‘pet’, ‘mammal ’, ‘vertebrate ’];

yes. X / ‘molly’
X^[‘cat’, ‘domestic cat’, ‘pet’, ‘mammal ’, ‘vertebrate ’];

yes. X / ‘frida’
X^[‘dog’, ‘domestic dog’, ‘canis ’, ‘pet’, ‘mammal ’, ‘vertebrate ’]

Looking instead for a less specific vertebrate produces five solutions:
?- X^[‘ vertebrate ’], animal(X).

yes. X = ‘minnie ’
X^[‘dog’, ‘domestic dog’, ‘canis ’, ‘pet’, ‘mammal ’, ‘vertebrate ’] ;

yes. X = ‘minnie ’
X^[‘cat’, ‘domestic cat’, ‘pet’, ‘mammal ’, ‘vertebrate ’] ;

yes. X = ‘molly’
X^[‘cat’, ‘domestic cat’, ‘pet’, ‘mammal ’, ‘vertebrate ’] ;

yes. X = ‘frida’

%% label_generate (+L1, +L2, -L3) embedding f_L behaviour for WordNet groups
label_generate(L1 , L2, List):-

wordnet_fact(List), sublist(L1, List), sublist(L2 , List).

Figure 1. label generate/3 example: WordNet case study



X^[‘dog’, ‘domestic dog’, ‘canis ’, ‘pet’, ‘mammal ’, ‘vertebrate ’] ;

yes. X = ‘nemo’
X^[‘fish’,‘aquatic vertebrates ’, ‘vertebrate ’]

A relevant aspect of LVLP is that labels are not subject to the single-assignment assumption: each
time two labelled variables unify, their labels are processed and combined according to the user-
defined function that embeds the desired computational model, and the resulting label is associated to
the unified variable. Thus, while the LP model per se is left untouched, diverse computational models
can be associated to it, possibly influencing the result of a logic computation by restricting the set of
admissible solutions according to each specific domain.

5.2. Dress selection

In the following example the application scenario is the selection from a wardrobe of a dress that is
“similar enough” to a given colour. A fact shirt(Description, Colour ) represents a shirt of
colour Colour , expressed as a triple of the form rgb(Red,Green,Blue ) in Description .

For instance, shirts in a wardrobe could be:
shirt(rgb (255 ,240 ,245) , my_pink_blouse ).

shirt(rgb (255 ,222 ,173) , old_yellow_tshirt ).

shirt(rgb (119 ,136 ,153) , army_tshirt ).

shirt(rgb (188 ,143 ,143) , periwinkle_blouse ).

shirt(rgb (255 ,245 ,238) , fashion_cream_blouse ).

Without any colour constraints, the following query would return all the shirts in the wardrobe:
?- [], shirt(Description , Colour ).

Instead, by defining a target colour in the goal via labelled variables, the query can be refined in
order to get only those dresses whose dress colour is “similar enough” to the target—with similarity
embedded through a suitably-defined combining function fL.

In our example, two colours are considered as similar if their distance is below a given threshold.
Thus, during the unification of labelled variables, if the dress colour is similar to the target colour,
the returned label is dress colour (that is, the colour of the selected shirt); otherwise, the empty label
is returned, so unification fails.

As a first step, we assume that a colour c is represented as RGB (c = rgb(r, g, b)), the threshold
is ≤ 30, and the colour distance is normalised and computed as a distance in a 3D Euclidean space.
For instance, let us look for all the shirts similar to the papaya colour through the following query,
where Colour is labelled according to the papaya RGB triple (255, 239, 213):

?- Colour ^[rgb (255 ,239 ,213)] , shirt(Description , Colour ).

yes. Description / my_pink_blouse , Colour / rgb (255 ,240 ,245)
Colour ^[rgb (255 ,239 ,213)];

yes. Description / old_yellow_tshirt , Colour / rgb (255 ,222 ,173)
Colour ^[rgb (255 ,239 ,213)];

yes. Description / fashion_cream_blouse , Colour / rgb (255 ,245 ,238)
Colour ^[rgb (255 ,239 ,213)]

since the normalised distances dN are:
dN ( papaya = rgb(255, 239, 213), lightpink = rgb(255, 240, 245)) = 7.25

dN ( papaya = rgb(255, 239, 213), lightyellow = rgb(255, 222, 173)) = 9.84

dN ( papaya = rgb(255, 239, 213), armyblue = rgb(119, 136, 153)) = 40.95

dN ( papaya = rgb(255, 239, 213), periwinkle = rgb(188, 143, 143)) = 30.88

dN ( papaya = rgb(255, 239, 213), creamwhite = rgb(255, 245, 238)) = 5.82



%% label_generate (+L1, +L2, -L3) embedding f_L behaviour for integer intervals
label_generate ([H1|([T1|T11])], [H2|([T2|T22])], [H3|T3]):-

((H1>H2) -> H3=H1; H3=H2), ((T1<T2) -> T3=T1; T3=T2), H3<T3.

Figure 2. label generate/3 example: numeric interval intersection

Going one step further, the label can be enriched with the neighbourhood information (i.e., the admis-
sible threshold), thus allowing the user to dynamically change the similarity criterion. For instance,
the same query as the one in Listing 5.2 could be expressed as:

?- Colour ^[rgb (255 ,239 ,213) , d = 30], shirt(Description , Colour ).

whereas a stricter constraint could be imposed by the following query:
?- Colour ^[rgb (255 ,239 ,213) , d = 6], shirt(Description , Colour ).

yes. Description / fashion_cream_blouse , Colour / rgb (255 ,245 ,238)
Colour ^[rgb (255 ,239 ,213) , d = 6]

Once again, while LP is left untouched, LVLP captures a parallel computation on the domain of
interest, which affects the final result.

5.3. Integer intervals

Standard domains for logic languages – including the CLP ones [23] – are also supported. For
instance, labels could be used to represent the integer interval over which the logic variable values
span: accordingly, the label syntax could take the form X^[min,max ], and a simple interval program
could look like:

interval(X):- X^[-1 ,4].
interval(X):- X^[6 ,10].

The unification of two variables labelled with an interval would then result in a variable labelled with
the intersection of the intervals. Accordingly, the following simple query generates two solutions:



?- X^[2,7], interval(X).

yes.
X^[2,4] ;

yes.
X^[6,7]

However, the expressiveness of LVLP makes it possible to easily move from the domain of integer
intervals to more articulated domains, thus going beyond the reach of constraint logic languages.

For instance, the above example could be easily extended to the domain of integers with a neigh-
bourhood, as in the following program:

neighbourhood(X):- X^[-1 ,4], X=3.
neighbourhood(X):- X^[6,10], X=8.

There, constant values unify with labelled variables if they belong to the interval in the label. Accord-
ingly, the following query would result in just one solution:

?- X^[2,7], neighbourhood(X).

yes. X / 3
X^[2,4]

because the second clause would set X out of the interval specified in the query.

6. Related Work

Surveying the literature reveals a large number of diverse proposals pushing computational logic
towards distributed situated intelligence [31] in pervasive systems—to exploit domain knowledge,
understand local context, and share information in support of intelligent applications and services
[32, 33]. There, systems are expected to respond intelligently to contextual information about the
physical world acquired via sensors and information about the computational environment.

The declarative approach and the explicit knowledge representation of LP enable knowledge shar-
ing at the most adequate level of abstraction while supporting modularity and separation of concerns
[34], which are especially valuable in open and dynamic distributed systems (serendipitous interop-
erability, [35]). As a further element, LP formal semantics naturally enables logic-based intelligent
agents to reason and infer new information.

Many languages extension have been proposed in order to allow intelligent agents to interact with
the environments and deal with specific situation, highlighting the benefits of LP for reasoning in per-
vasive systems. XLOG [36] is a hybrid programming environment where predicate logic is integrated
into an object-oriented computational model, specially adequate for working with reactive agents to
enable the principles of emergence and situatedness. Along this line, CIFF [37] is a system implement-
ing a novel extension of Fung and Kowalski’s IFF abductive proof procedure [38] aimed at building
intelligent agents that can construct plans and react to changes in the environment. The proposed
solution improves on more conventional abductive theories for planning by adding the possibility to
interact with the environment, by observing environment properties as well as actions executed by
other agents, thus enhancing agent situatedness.

Moreover, many researches exploit LP extensions to model context and situations. In the works
by Ranganathan and Campbell [39] and Katsiri and Mycroft [40], first-order logic (FOL) is used for
representing and reasoning with context, whereas Henricksen [41] exploits FOL to describe and reason
with situations. On the other hand, the above approach do not adopt a modular approach or meta-
reasoning as in [42], where an extension of Prolog (LogicCAP) is presented: the notion of situation



program is introduced, thus highlighting the primacy of the situation issue for building context-aware
pervasive systems.

Orthogonally, Labelled Deductive Systems (LDS) have been proposed for providing logics from
different families with a uniform presentation of their derivability relations and semantic entailments
to deal with domain-specific situations [3]. The main idea there is to provide a new unifying method-
ology, replacing the traditional view of logic, manipulating sets of formulas by the notion of structured
families of labelled formulas. Detailed investigations have been undertaken to explore the benefits of
using the LDS methodology to reformulate intuitionistic modal logics [43] and substructural logics
[44, 45]. Specialised frameworks based on LDS have been also proposed [46, 47, 48]. Among the
others, the Compiled Labelled Deductive Systems (CLDS) approach demonstrated how LDS tech-
niques facilitate the reformulation and generalisation of a large class of modal logics and conditional
logics [48, 49].

Our work builds upon the general notion of label as defined by Gabbay [3], and adopts the tech-
niques introduced by Holzbaur [4] to develop a generalisation of LP where labels are exploited to
define computations in domain-specific contexts. Our characterisation can be viewed as a generalisa-
tion of the aforementioned approaches, blending the benefits of labels and LP so as to enable the very
intrinsic nature of distributed situated intelligence. Indeed, LVLP allows heterogeneous devices in the
IoT to have specific application goals and manage specific sorts of information, enabling reactivity to
environment change while capturing diverse logic and domains.

7. Conclusions & Future Work

The primary results of this paper is the definition of the LVLP theoretical framework, where different
domain-specific computational models can be expressed via labelled variables, capturing suitably-
tailored labelled models. The framework is aimed at extending LP to face the challenges of today per-
vasive systems, by providing the models and technologies required to effectively support distributed
situated intelligence, while preserving the features of declarative programming. We present the fix-
point and operational semantics, discuss correctness, completeness, and equivalence, and test the ef-
fectiveness of our approach through some case studies.

While the first LVLP prototype [29] is currently implemented over tuProlog [27] via the described
meta-interpreter, the full integration of the LVLP model in the tuProlog code is currently in advanced
stage of development.

The next stage is represented by the design and implementation of a full-fledged logic-based mid-
dleware for LVLP, which could be exploited to test the effectiveness of LVLP in real-world pervasive
intelligence scenarios. As far as the formal aspects are concerned, future work will be devoted to
deeper exploration and better understanding of the consequences of applying labels to formulas, as
suggested by Gabbay [3]. Other research lines will possibly include the application of the LVLP
framework to different scenarios and approaches—such as probabilistic LP [9], the many CLP ap-
proaches [23], distributed ASP reasoning [50], and action languages [51].
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